No prior experience needed. This is a color mixing experience unique to each participant, regardless if you are a beginner or familiar with paint.

I. BRING ALL SUPPLIES TO THE FIRST CLASS; ATTENDANCE AT THE FIRST CLASS IS REQUIRED

BOOKSTORE at UM SUPPLY PACKET
Golden brand acrylic 6-color paint set, which includes most required colors*
Ca-Grain 9 x 12 pad paper
Princeton bristle brush, bright (shorter bristle) #6
Peel off palette
Color wheel
Two 6-unit paint storage containers

The following colors are not included in the small size Golden paint set and will be purchased in bulk and distributed during the first class for those that have purchased the Golden paint set: Dioxazine Purple, Napthol Red Medium, Cadmium Orange, Titanium White, and Acrylic Medium.

TOTAL COST OF SUPPLY SET: $51.40 (from Bookstore at UM, not including 10% discount)

*If you already have acrylic paint, please bring the following required colors:
Napthol Red Medium, Cadmium Orange, Hansa Yellow Medium, Permanent Green Light, Ultramarine Blue, Titanium White, Mars Black, and Dioxazine Purple

II. OTHER SUPPLIES FROM HOME OR A HARDWARE STORE:

Required:
Spray mist bottle - small spray bottle to keep acrylic paint wet while working
Drop cloth
Water containers (cup or jar) – for cleaning brushes and keeping wet while working
Paper towels or paint rags
Ruler
Pencil
Scissors
Gluestick

Suggested:
Paint shirt or apron (acrylic paint on your clothing is permanent)

OPTIONAL: Additional bristle brushes as desired, palette knife, or plastic knife. Feel free to bring other colors or acrylic mediums you may already own. A mini-muffin tin and saran wrap are useful to store pre-mixed colors.